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Abstract
Structured probabilistic inference has shown to be useful in modeling complex
latent structures of data. One successful way in which this technique has been applied is in the discovery of latent topical structures of text data, which is usually
referred to as topic modeling. With the recent popularity of mobile devices and social networking, we can now easily acquire text data attached to meta information,
such as geo-spatial coordinates and time stamps. This metadata can provide rich and
accurate information that is helpful in answering many research questions related
to spatial and temporal reasoning. However, such data must be treated differently
from text data. For example, spatial data is usually organized in terms of a two dimensional region while temporal information can exhibit periodicities. While some
work existing in the topic modeling community that utilizes some of the meta information, these models largely focused on incorporating metadata into text analysis,
rather than providing models that make full use of the joint distribution of metainformation and text.
In this thesis, I propose the event detection problem, which is a multidimensional latent clustering problem on spatial, temporal and textual data. The
event detection problem can be treated as a generalization of the topic modeling
problem where events can be considered as topics that are augmented by location and
time. Preliminary models can effectively learn the representations of major events
covered in a corpus of Twitter data and can also be used for various prediction tasks
such as predicting the spatial coordinates, time stamps of the documents as well as
estimating life cycles of new born events.
The approaches proposed in this thesis are largely based on Bayesian nonparametric methods to deal with steaming data and unpredictable number of data
clusters. The research proposed will not only serve the event detection problem itself but also shed light into a more general structured clustering problem in spatial,
temporal and textual data.

1

Introduction

With the prevalence of mobile and Internet services, datasets of text today are massive. Understanding such datasets requires models that are both scalable and effective at conveying subsets
of information found within the data. Structured probabilistic inference techniques have proved
to be effective in modeling text data with complex latent structures. For example, latent Dirichlet
allocation [9] is a structured inference technique that has successfully used to study hierarchical
latent structures of text data. Unlike the unstructured techniques, structured probabilistic models
can provide rich latent representations of data. These latent representations can be very useful in interpreting model results, which often leads to a better understanding of the stochastic
dependencies among the data.
Text data today, however, is not only only large in size. It also comes with a significant
amount of meta information. For example, consider a tweet sent through a mobile phone device.
The message will contain not only the text body but also meta data such as time stamp and
geo-location coordinates. Unfortunately, time and spatial information often requires different
treatments than text, and existing topic modeling techniques cannot be directly applied. For
example, time needs special treatment because of its periodical nature. Information tagged with
time stamps on Mondays might share similar patterns. On the other hand, documents tagged with
year 1990 might have different patterns from documents tagged with year 2010, which means
the absolute temporal magnitudes also matters. One other example is geo-location data, which
often makes the documents to exhibit unique patterns over a specific spatial region. Such facts
require the development of algorithm that can be applied to spatio-temporal text data.
I propose the event detection problem, which studies how spatial, temporal and text data can
be used to form meaningful latent representations of an event. In this thesis, an event is defined
to be a stochastic distribution in space, time and text. For example, consider New Year’s Eve
fireworks as an event. It will have a temporal distribution with probability mass arounds Dec
31 9:00PM to Jan 1 12:00AM, a spatial distribution around various downtown areas across the
world, and a topical distribution with high probability on words like ”fierworks”, ”New Year”
and ”wish”. Documents with meta data, such as Tweets and newspaper articles, are assumed to
be drawn from one of the event distributions. Documents that talk about the same event should
concentrate on a particular position in the event space with certain variance that represents the
observer’s perceptions and and differences of media.
To tackle this problem, I first studied a parametric model to detect events on Twitter data by
assuming events remain static over time [41]. Experiments were conducted on a set of Twitter data collected over the country of Egypt during the famous Arab Spring revolutions[4]. I
showed that events discovered using my method successfully matched the records in Wikipedia
and official documents from the United Nations. I also illustrated how the learned latent events
distributions can be used in supervised settings such as predicting the location and time of the
tweets.
To improve the original event detection problem, I propose three new research avenues. First,
I will relax the assumption that events can only be static by allowing them to change over time. In
particular, I assume events evolve in a Markovian fashion and that both their topical distributions
and their spatial distributions are dependent on those in the previous time step. By doing this, I
will be able to examine how the topical focus, options as well as the spatial spreads of a particular
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event of interest change over time. This study of the evolution of events which will be discussed
in Section 5. Second, I will study whether certain aspects of events can be predicted. I will
concentrate on the temporal aspect of events and propose methods to predict event life cycles,
which is the period of time that an event will keep being mentioned in newspaper or social media.
The rationale of this research is that certain topical focus or the location of events often determine
the popularity of certain events. By learning patterns of past events we will able to discover this
correlation and eventually lead to a prediction on event life cycles. This will be discussed in
Section 6. Finally, I will present a model to extract events from multiple media. Although social
media data, in particular Twitter data, contains all the aspects of data we need to extract events,
the fact that tweets are limited to 140 characters and have a unique grammar make it difficult
to learn strong representations of events. On the other hand, newspaper data usually has more
detailed and much higher quality text but lacks the explicit spatial meta-data. By learning events
using different data sources, we will be able to learn events that are of better quality by utilizing
the strength of both data sets. Additionally, we can also study the differences between different
media. For example, we can study which media source come up with the information first and
their differences in term of the use of language. This will be discussed in Section 7.

2
2.1

Related Work
Event Detections

As most information available on the web does not provide geospatial or temporal information,
text based methods represent an important aspect of event detection methodology. Three general
types of approaches are surveyed here.
Similarity-based methods are the most common means of detecting events in text. The general idea is to define a similarity metric and compare the pairwise similarity score across documents. Documents that belong to the same event should have high similarity with each other.
Otherwise, a new event will be created to maintain high similarity within each event. Several
approaches have been proposed. For example, [25] use cosine similarity. Other methods include
Hellinger distance [12], Kullback-Leibler divergence [11] and TF-IDF similarity [37].
The second class of methods for detecting events in text are based on abnormality detection of
frequent words. For example, [28] monitored the hourly frequency of disaster related keywords
such as “alert”. The idea was that after normalizing the keyword frequency against on the total
number of tweets in each bucketed time slot, one will be able to detect sudden change on those
keywords during the major event. Once a major event happened such as an earthquake, the hourly
frequency distribution will appear abnormal when compared to historical data, which indicates a
potential new event. The authors of [45] uses similar ideas on Twitter sport data set but focuses
on the birth of sub-events.
The third type of methods utilize a supervised structured learning algorithm on text data to
learn patterns toward the classifications of events. [6], for example, built a Bayesian model to
classify a Twitter data set containing labeled 110 music concert events.
Beyond the extraction of events purely from text, there have also been several efforts to
incorporate temporal and geospatial information. The authors of [36] analyzed the statistical
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correlations between earthquake events in Japan and Twitter messages that were sent during the
disaster time frame. A linear dynamic system model is used to detect earth quakes. Both [34]
and [32] extract events into a hierarchy of types, in part utilizing the temporal information in
both the text and the timestamp of the tweet itself. However, their work does not consider the
spatial information explicit in geo-spatially tagged tweets.

2.2

Topic Modeling

Topic modeling is a central problem in text mining. In topic modeling, documents are modeled
to be a bag-of-words, which ignores the sequences of words and thus retains only the frequency
of appearance of words in a document. The objective of topic modeling is to uncover latent
representations of document clusters (topics). Several approaches have been proposed, including
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSA) [16] which is based on Singular Vector Decomposition (SVD)
and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9] which is based on probabilistic graphical models [23].
Here I focus on LDA since it is most relevant to the probabilistic approach I use in this thesis.
In LDA, topics as assumed to be Dirichlet distributed multivariate random variable over the
vocabulary set. Each document is assumed to contain words drawn from a mixture of topics.
LDA sees important applications in finding topics in documents such as scientific articles [20].
However, just like many statistical learning approaches, its application-agnostic nature allowed it
to extend to other areas such as clustering region functions [43] and clustering check-in patterns
[24]. The LDA model can be extended with additional meta-data, such as author-topic model
[35], relational topic model [13], named entity topic model [30] Syntactic topic model [10], dynamic topic model [8], sentiment topic model [27] and Spatial LDA [39]. The computational
intensive nature of LDA leads to many work that improves its efficiency by introducing different sampling techniques such as Gibbs Sampling [20], Sparse-LDA [42], Alias-LDA[26] and
light-LDA [44]. Finally, probabilistic models that contains an LDA component but serves other
purposes are also proposed. Examples include spatial topic pattern model [22], review aspect
modeling and recommendation system [14] and event detection [41].

2.3

Bayesian Non-parametrics

Parametric Bayesian models such as LDA require a fixed number of parameters (e.g. the number
of topics), which has to be determined a priori. As with all other Bayesian methods, if the priors
are not set correctly, the performance of the model will suffer. Moreover, in a streaming setting
where documents are arriving constantly, the dimension of model parameters must increase with
the new data. Non-parametric Bayesian approaches can automatically infer an adequate complexity for the model and allow it to grow as new data comes in. There are several Bayesian
non-parametric models such as Dirichlet Process [18], Gaussian Process [33], Infinite Hidden
Markov model [5] and Polya Trees [29]. I focus on techniques related to Dirichlet Process since
they are most related to this thesis.
In a Dirichlet Process (DP), data that fall into the k th cluster have the same parameter βk . For
the ith data point, the conditional probability for its cluster parameter θi follows Equation 1 [7].
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X (i)
1
θi |{θ1:i−1 }, G0 , α ∼
×
(nk δ(βk ) + αG0
i−1+α
k

(1)

(i)

Here δ is the Dirac delta function and nk is the number of data points in cluster k before the
(i)
th
i data point. What Equation 1 says is that θi has probability proportional to nk to take one of
the existing cluster k with parameter βk and probability proportional to the dispersion parameter
α to take a new cluster parameter generated from the base distribution G0 . The DP starts with
0 clusters and grows as the data exhibit new patterns. This interpretation of DP is known as the
Chinese Restaurant Metaphor [3] in that it can be viewed as a brunch of customers (documents)
walking into a restaurant with several tables (clusters). The customers can choose to sit on an
existing table or create a new table according to the conditional probability in Equation 1.
Many non-parametric models related to LDA have been proposed. For example, the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process [38] is a non-parametric extension of LDA. In order to model the
nested structures of topics, several non-parametric techniques have been proposed such as the
nested Chinese Restaurant Process [19], Nested Chinese Restaurant Franchise Process [2] and
Nested Hierarchical Dirichlet Process [31]. There are also several techniques to model with time
and topics together in a non-parametric setting. For example, the Recurrent Chinese Restaurant
Process [1] and the Dirichlet-Hawkes Process [15].

3

Data Set

In order to validate our method, data with both spatial, temporal and textual information are
required. GPS-enabled social media data are ideal to serve as the validation data set because
they have all of the three data features. In this thesis, the experiments are conducted mainly
on a Twitter data set collected from Nov 2009 to Dec 2013. The data set contains roughly 1.1
billion geo-tagged tweets from around the world collected using Twitter’s gardenhose API. The
garden hose API will return approximately 10% random sample of all the available geo-tagged
tweets at any moment [17]. However, as discussed in the introduction, Twitter data suffers from
the problem of low text quality because of its 140 character text limit and the frequent use of
slang. I remedy this issue by using an auxiliary newspaper dataset collected using LexisNexis
API [40]. The newspaper data does not contain explicit geo-location information as the Twitter
data does. However, it will contain a much richer text which will eventually benefit the research
in Section 7.

4

Completed Work: Modeling Independent Events

In this section, I describe a parametric version of the event model that is capable of capturing
latent event representations on spatial, temporal and textual data [41]. To start with, I assume
each document is associated with one event. The geo-location, time stamp and the text of that
specific document are generated from the corresponding event distribution that this document
belongs to. Depending on the individual’s perception, the document time, location and the text
4

can vary. However, documents belong to the same event should probabilistically centered on
certain points to reflect the identify of the event.
The graphical model of the independent event model is illustrated in Figure 1. There are
three components in the model. The Event component contains the information about a particular
event, which will be explained in Section 4.1. It has E replications and contains the mean and
variance parameter of event time distribution θ(T ) and σ (T ) , the mean and variance of event
spatial distribution θ(T ) and σ (T ) as well as a word distribution Φ(E) . The Document component
contains the observed information of an document such as its text w, location l and time t. It
also contain several latent variables such as the event index e that this document belongs to, the
category distribution π and the exact category of each word z. We will see the explanations of
this component in Section 4.2. And finally, we will see how the Language component work in
Section 4.3 by introducing additional word distributions such as Φ(0) , Φ(L) and Φ(T ) that will
help to learn the event distributions better.

4.1

Event Component
Events are defined by three distributions.
(L)
First, each event has a spatial center θe as
well as a spatial variance controlled by a diagonal covariance matrix with each value de(L)
fined by σe . The location of a report that belongs to event e is assumed to be drawn from
a two dimensional Gaussian distribution governed by these parameters.
l∼N(θe(L) , I·σe(L) )

(2)

Second, each event is defined by a temporal
domain. Similar to the spatial distribution of
an event, event temporal distribution is also
(T )
modeled as a Gaussian with mean θe and a
(T )
variance of σe :
t∼N(θe(T ) , I·σe(T ) )

(3)

Figure 1: Illustrations of the event model in plate Finally, events have a topic distribution(or disnotations
tribution over words). I defer the introduction
of this topic distribution to the language model
along with all other topic additional distributions that do not belong to a event.

4.2

Document Component

An observed document contains only three elements: observed event time t, observed event
location l and a set of narrative words describing the event w. Here the observed event location
5

must be in the format of lat/lon pair. In order to construct dependency structure between events
and documents, additional latent variables must also present in the document component. First,
each document contains a latent event identity e that identify 1 out of the E events that this
specific document is describing. I assume a multinomial prior γ for each event identity e.
e ∼ Mult(γ)

(4)

Second, each word wi in the document text has a corresponding category variable zi that determines which of 4 categories of topics this word has been drawn from. Category ”0” is a global
category, which represents global topics that frequently occur across all tweets. Category ”L”
defines a set of regionally specific topics that are specific to particular geospatial subareas within
the data. Category ”T” represents a set of temporally aligned topics that contain words occurring
within different temporal factions of the data. Category ”E” defines topics that are representative
of a particular event e, distinct from both other events and more specific to the event than topics
in the other categories. By controlling for global, temporal and spatial topics, these event-specific
topics allow us to uncover the defining terms of this particular event beyond those specific to a
general spatial or temporal region. The variable z is controlled by a multinomial distribution
whose parameter is a per document category distribution π:
z∼Mult(π)

(5)

For each document a category distribution π is generated by a prior α from a Dirichlet distribution:
π∼Dir(α)
(6)
To index into the topics of the location and time categories, each location l and time t is converted into a location index ¯l and a time index t̄, respectively. These conversions are conducted
by finding their positions on a two dimensional spatial grid and one dimensional temporal grid.
These indices are used for the language model to retrieve the corresponding topics from these
categories in a manner that will be introduced later.

4.3

Language Component

The language model defines how words within a document are drawn from topics (within specific
categories). Topic distributions for each category are generated using a Dirichlet prior β:
Φ(∗)
∗ ∼Dir(β)

(7)

Each topic contains the probability of words in the vocabulary occurring within it. While this is
the traditional representation of LDA, note that our approach is a generalization of the original
model [9], since now topics are also hierarchically organized by the four different categories.
For a model with one global topic (i.e. topic ”0”), L location topics, T time topics and E event
topics, the total number of topics across the four categories is thus K = 1 + L + T + E.
Each word wi is chosen from a corresponding topic based on its category variable z and the
corresponding spatial, temporal and event indices ¯l, t̄ and e, respectively, depending on which
category is being used. This is represented mathematically in Equation 8 below:
P (wi |¯l, t̄, e, zi , Φ(0) , Φ(L) , Φ(T ) , Φ(E) )
(8)
= P (wi |Φ(0) )I(zi =0) ·P (wi |Φ(L) , ¯l)I(zi =L) ·P (wi |Φ(T ) , t̄)I(zi =T ) ·P (wi |Φ(E) , e)I(zi =E)
6

E1
E
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5

Geo Center
30.86,29.87
31.23,30.93
31.77,30.84
29.98,31.05
31.20,29.57

Start Time
2011-01-30
2013-09-10
2012-01-29
2012-10-15
2013-09-09

End Time
2011-03-21
2013-09-26
2012-03-22
2012-11-22
2013-10-13

E2
E3
E4

Table 1: Spatial and temporal parameters of
each event

E5

jan25 arrested
Egypt
Ghonim
burn
injustice Libya
tortured
guilt minimum death
hurts
Arif
home
pulse
lord of
scar pharmacist disease immediately
eye
urticaria
evil transplantation
live
promise tireless
condensed
need granulate thanks
traipse
end
voice
winter
lord, thou
god
I want
lord
to god
Table 2: Top words for each event

4.4

Generative Model

The graphical model I defined above can be used as a generative model that produces new documents based on learned events. The generative process is as follows:
• Pick an event e ∼ Mult(γ).
(L)
(L)
• Generate observed location l ∼ N(θe , σe )
(T )
(T )
• Generate observed time t ∼ N(θe , σe )
• Pick a category distribution π ∼ Dir(α)
• For each word wi , first pick zi ∼ Mult(π) then generate word wi ∼ Φ(∗)
I implemented the event detection algorithm and experimented it on a subset of our Twitter
data set that covers the geo region of Egypt with roughly 1.4 million tweets. In this section I
will show that the events detected using our algorithm match the information on Wikipedia and
official government documents.

4.5

Visualizations of Representative Events

To begin with, I set the number of events in our model to be 100 and selected 5 representative
events that spanned different spatial regions and time periods. Those events are summarized in
(T )
(T )
(T )
(T )
Table 1. The start date and end date of the events are determined by θe − σe and θe + σe .
The spatial and temporal distributions of those five events are illustrated in Figure 2. In the
spatial visualization in Figure 2 (a), each point represents a tweet and a particular event being
ascribed to by the color and shape. The figure overlays a contour graph of the spatial distributions
of the events described by our graphical model. The contour plot shows three clear geographical
clusters that corresponds to three large cities in Egypt: Alexandria (left), Cairo (bottom right)
and El-Mahalla El-Kubra (top right). As is also clear, certain events are located within the same
cities. Without the temporal and topical information of the model, it would thus be difficult
to discern differences between these events. However, exploring these distributions makes it
relatively easy to observe the very different focus of each of these sets of tweets. In the temporal
visualization in Figure 2 (b), I see 4 clear clusters with Gaussian peak and centers for each of the
events spread out during the time frame of the data set. Two of the event overlap with each other
on the right most spike.
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(a) Spatial visualizations of events

(b) Temporal visualizations of events

Figure 2: Spatial and temporal visualizations of events
The semantic interpretations of the events will be most clear when I combine the spatial,
temporal and topical distributions together. The topical distributions are illustrated in Table 2. In
that table I listed some of the top words that have high probability to appear in a event (i.e. words
w that have largest ΦE (w)). Here I first focus on event 1, which has top associated words such
as ”jan25”, ”arrested”, ”Egypt” and ”tortured”. The spatial distribution of that event suggest it is
largely concentrated in Cairo, which is the capital of Egypt. And the temporal distribution of the
event are centered on early 2011. The start date and end date of the event is recorded in Table 1
to be Jan,30 and Mar,21. Searching through the web, I found that this event corresponds to the
beginning of the Arab Spring demonstration that happened in the Tahrir Square of Cario, Egypt.
Wikipedia 1 confirmed the date of the actual event lasts from January 25 to 11 February, which
largely overlaps with the detected time range of our model. While I focus here on Event 1, I
noticed that the other events in our dataset do appear to have a qualitative realization in the real
world. For example, Event 3 describes a (comparatively) minor event related to an outbreak of
hand and foot disease in Egypt around February of 2012. This event is reported in the official
document of Food and Culture Organization of the United Nations 2 .

4.6

Numerical Results on Predictions

While our qualitative analysis shows the real-world relevance of model output, it does not provide
an illustration of how well the model fits the data, nor how it performs in a predictive setting.
In this section, I compare three variants of the model and use each for three different prediction
tasks given varying amounts of information about the test data. I train each model on a training
data set composed of a randomly selected set of 90% of the data, leaving 10% of the data for
testing.
1
2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egyptian Revolution of 2011
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/129919/icode/
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(a) Prediction error of time

(b) Prediction error of location

(c) perplexity

Figure 3: Numerical evaluation of the event model

The first model variant I consider is the full model proposed in Figure 1, marked as M=L+T.
Second, I use a model with only the location component, ignoring information on time and thus
ignoring t̄, and Φ(T ) . I denote this as M=L. Finally, I use a model that does not utilize location
information, eliminating the location variables l, ¯l and P hi(L) . This is denoted as M=T.In the
first task, I use each model and the information given to us in the test data to predict the words in
each tweet. I evaluate this by using perplexity. Second, I use each model to predict the time of
each tweet in the test data. Finally, I use each model to predict the location of each tweet in the
test data.
Experimental results for perplexity are illustrated in Figure 3(C), where each colored
line represents a different model/test data combination. For example, the line marked with
”M=L+T,D=L+W” represents the results with Model M=L+T trained on a data set where both
location and text information are given for training while ”M=L+T,D=W” represents the same
model where only text is given during training. On the x-axis I vary the number of events the
model is trained with. Two important observations can be made about the plot. First, the figure shows that up to a point, model performance improves with an increasing number of events
regardless of the model and test data used. When the number of events becomes large enough
(e.g. 50) the decrease in perplexity is not as substantial as before, suggesting that the number of
events is large enough to capture the major event information in our data set. Second, and more
importantly, Figure 3(c) shows that the full model performs significantly better than all other
models when given temporal and text information about the test data and when trained with a
large enough number of events.
The prediction of location and time shows similar pattern to perplexity, indicating that with
certain number of events approaches, the full model performs better than the alternative models.
And the more data we provide in training, the better prediction results I will achieve. This is
illustrated in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b). Results thus indicate that the model is able to make
good use of the provided information and improves on models that do not take into account
location or time.

5

Proposed Work: Temporal Evolution of Events
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The model presented in Section 4 overlooks the
fact that events can evolve with time. That is,
𝜓
𝜓
𝜓
although the model includes time, it assumes
𝜙
𝜙
𝜙
spatial and textual distributions stay unchanged
𝐾
over time. However, real life scenarios do not
support this assumption. For example, the re𝑤
𝑔
𝑤
𝑔
𝑤
𝑔
cent Arab Spring revolutions that fundamen𝑐
𝑐
𝑐
tally changed government structures in the Arab
𝐷
𝐷
𝐷
world [4] can be treated as a series of revolutionary events that are highly related but evolved
Figure 4: Graphical model of temporal evolu- over time. The event began in Tunisia in late
tion of events
2010 with government being overthrown. It then
quickly spread into other neighboring countries
over time such as Egypt, Yemen and Syria. This example motivated us to consider temporally
related events as a single series of events.
In general, there are several benefits to treat temporally related events to be a single and
unified event with an evolving nature. First, I will be able to see how an event’s geographical
centers and topical concentrations change over time. This is especially useful for recurring events
with as social revolutions and demonstrations. Second, I are able to connect the dots and use data
across a much longer time frame. This enables to model to learn topical distribution better than
using only a slice of the data. And finally, by adding a sentiment component, I will be able to see
the fluctuations of opinions over time toward a single event.
Another drawback of the parametric model proposed in Section 4 is its inability to adjust the
dimension of parameter space based on the data. Because of the nature of parametric model,
the number of events K has to be pre-fixed and no known methods are effective to determine
this value before the actual learning begins. In this research, I utilize a non-parametric technique known as the recurrent Chinese Restaurant Process (rCRP)[1]. rCRP is a generalization of
Dirichlet Process [18] that is capable of accommodating the temporal dynamics of the Dirichlet
Process over time. Using the same Chinese Restaurant metaphor as I used before, events are tables and documents are customers. At a specific time t, a customer i with parameter θt,i can either
choose an existing table k with parameter βt,k or create a new table with parameter βt,k+1 drawn
from base distribution G0 according to Equation 9. Different from Dirichlet Process defined in
Equation 1, table parameters (i.e. βt,k ) evolve over time in a Markovian way using Equation 10.
Another thing that is different from the DP is that the probability of choosing a specific table k is
now proportional to not only the current number of customers at time step t but also the number
of customers on the previous time step t−1. Note that a table (i.e. event) can die if no documents
are attached to it on a specific time period (i.e. nt,k = 0). This is because on the next time step,
the probability of choosing this table is precisely 0 and will continue to be 0 after that.


X
1
(i)
×
(nt−1,k + nt,k )δ(βt,k ) + αG0 
θt,i |{θt−1,· }, θt,1:i−1 , G0 , α ∼
Nt−1 + i + α − 1
(i)
𝑠!,!

𝑠!,!

𝑠!,!

!,!

!,!

!,!

!,!

!,!

!,!

!,!

!,!

!,!

!,!

!,!

!,!

!,!

!,!

!

!,!

!

!

k∈It−1 ∪It

βt,k ∼ P (·|βt−1,k )
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(9)
(10)

The graphical model is illustrated in Figure 4. Here, events form a Markov chain with K repetitions. Similar to the independent event model in Section 4, at each time t, an event k has a
topical distribution φt,k , a set of Gaussian center and standard deviataion that belong to the spatial
distribution ψt,k = {µt,k , τt,k } and a sentiment label St,k . The topical distribution is generated
by a sentiment label st,k . The reason to add this sentiment label is because I want to see how
opinions about a certain event change over time. For the purpose of clarity, I ignored all the
hyper-parameters in the Figure. The event parameter will now include both spatial, textual distributions and the sentiment label, i.e. βk,t = {φt,k , ψt,k , St,k }. Both st,k , φt,k and ψt,k will change
over time according to according to Equation 10 by applying the notation βt,k = {st,k , φt,k , ψt,k }.
Here, the proposal distribution P (·) can be for example a Gaussian distribution with certain variance and a mean centered at βt−1,k . In the document plate, each time step t will has a collection
of Dt documents. For a document d at time t, the observed document text wt,d will be generated
using a distribution parametrized by φt,k while the observed spatial coordinates gt,d will be generated using a distribution parametrized by ψt,k . A variable ct,d determines the event index of the
document. Finally, πt is the prior probability of the event index that is determined by rCRP in
Equation 9.

6

Proposed Work: Predicting the Life Cycles of New Born
Events

The event representations from the models proposed in Section 4 and Section 5 can only reflect
the knowledge of the events after sufficient evidence of the events have been presented. In other
word, it is an event detection algorithm rather than an event prediction algorithm. Although this
is a reasonable assumption for an event detection model, it is not useful in some situations where
foresight about events are necessary. Consider, for example, a marketing team that wants to start
a new product sales campaign. Decision makers on the team might need to know what kinds of
campaign or events will allow them to trigger longer impact, or life cycles. Here there are two
types of life cycles being considered: the spatial life cycles which measure the size of regional
impacts and the temporal life cycles which reflect the length of temporal activities. The question
to ask in this section is whether we can predict life cycles based on several initial observations of
the text data.
The other aspect that is not modeled in the previous models is the mutually excited phenomenon, which is observed in many temporal and spatial data[21]. In this section, I use Hawkes
Process[21] to model both location and time of events, which combines Bayesian non-parametric
clustering techniques with mutually excited point process. A Hawkes process is an inhomogeneous Poisson process P oisson(λ(qn )), with λ(qn ) defined in Equation 11.
X
λ(qn ) = γ0 +
ν(qn − qi )
(11)
i<n

Here I model both location and time in the Hawkes process and qn = {latn , lonn , timen }. In
this case, the Hawkes process will be in 3 dimensions. The intensity function λ(qn ) depends
on the sum of γ0 , which is the intensity of a homogeneous background Poisson Process and the
11

accumulation of influence functions ν(·) applied on the difference of the nth observation and
each previously seen point qi before nth document.
A treatment of non-parametric clustering that is similar to the one found in Dirichlet Process
is achieved by applying Dirichlet-Hawkes Process (DHP) [15]. Similar to Dirichlet Process,
each cluster k in Dirichlet-Hawkes Process has parameter ψk drawn from the base distribution
G0 . Each cluster k also has its own influence function νk and its separate Hawkes Process with
intensity function. Here si is the event index of ith document.
λk (qn ) =

X

νk (qn − qi )

(12)

i<n;si =k

The Dirichlet Hawkes Process of the event model is defined in Equation 14. The event parameter of a specific document j, βj is drawn from either the mixture of K existing events with parameter ψk and G0 , in which case a new
event will be generated. Note that the form of Equation 14
is very similar to that of Dirichlet process defined in Equation 1 in that here γ0 serves the same purpose of dispersion
parameter α in Equation 1 and the count nik is now replaced
by λk (qn ). To understand the relationship between standard
Hawkes Process and Dirichlet-Hawkes Process, remember
the splitting property of Poisson process where
P a unified
Poisson Process with intensity function γ0 + k λk (qn ) can
be forked to k + 1 independent Poisson Process with intenk q(qn )
. The former one
sity function γ0 +Pγ0λk (qn ) and γ0 +λP
k
k λk (qn )
will correspond to the case where a new cluster is generated
from G0 while the later one will choose an existing cluster
parameter ψk .

𝛼!

𝑀

𝑆

𝑤!,!

𝑞!

𝑞!
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𝑠!

𝑀

𝑛−1

𝑤!,!

𝜓
𝑆

𝑀

(n)

Figure 5: Graphical notation of
the proposed model
βn ∼

Wk

=

X

νk (qn − qi )

(13)

i<n;si =k
(n−1)

λ0 · G0 +

P

λ0 +

P

k

Wk

δ(ψk )

(n−1)

k Wk

(14)

The graphical representation of the proposed model is illustrated in Figure 5. Here the cluster
index sn for the nth document is generated by the Dirichlet-Hawkes process. Based on DHP, the
value of sn is dependent on the previous values of cluster indices si , si−1 , ..., s2 , s1 as well as the
spatial-temporal information of the previous documents qi , qi−1 , ..., q2 , q1 . After that, location
and time information of the nth document (latn , lonn , timen ) will be generated by the Hawkes
Process that belongs to the specific event k with intensity function defined in Equation 12. The
text of the nth document wn,m is generated form the event specific topical distribution ψs .
As in the original DHP model, I define the triggering kernel of each event cluster to be
a weighted combination of L global radial based functions (RBF) κ(τl , ∆) with parameter τl
defined in Equation 15. Those set of L kernel functions are weighted by vector αs defined
12

in each cluster. One p
example of kernel function is Gaussian RBF in which case κ(τl , ∆) =
2
2
exp(−(∆ − τl ) /2πl ) 2πσl2 .
νk (∆) =

L
X

αs,l · κ(τl , ∆)

(15)

l

To understand how the prediction of event life cycle work, consider using some pre-selected
common values of event life cycles τl and let the model to learn a kernel weights αs based on
the text Ti of some initial text of a new born event. Here Ti is the bag of word representation
of a document, which represents a document with a vector that indicate whether a specific word
appeared in the document. The initial value of the kernel weight αs is drawn from a Gaussian
prior N (α0 , η 2 ). After that, the kernel weight is updated by integrating both the prior and the
bad of word representation of the previous documents.

P
N (M · Pi<n;si =k Ti + α , η 2 ), if n > 1
0
i<n;si =k 1
αs(n) =
N (α0 , η 2 ),
if n = 1
In a learned model, matrix M correlates the bag of word representation of text with the kernel
weights. This is a variable that is critical for the prediction of event life cycles. For example,
if certain keywords are positively correlated with some kernels that are large in either event
temporal or spatial life cycles, we can conclude that events with topical concentrations on those
keywords can trigger long impacts and thus a large life cycles.

7

Proposed Work: Dealing with Noisy Data When Learning
Events

Although events can be learned through social media posts with spatial and temporal meta data,
certain noise and bias introduced by this data set can affect the quality of the inference. There
are several aspects that can contribute to this bias. First, social media posts are usually limited
to a certain number of words. Take Twitter for example, the text of each tweet is limited to
only 140 characters, which makes it difficult for the learning algorithm to differentiate between
different events in some situation. Second, the fact the social media posts are usually composed
by non-professional writers makes it prone to contain typos, slangs and abbreviations. Additional
efforts are needed in order to deal with those language characteristics. And finally, contents on
social media posts might not be completely focused on events. Although the geo-coded tweets
should contain a significant proportion of data that are focused on events, it is likely that some
of them are talking about topics that are deviated from the events characterize by their temporal
and spatial meta data. Newspaper, on the other hand, can offset some of these disadvantages by
using only Twitter data to learn events. Newspaper delivers a much higher quality of text and it is
usually highly focused on a specific event that it is reporting, both of which can be used to make
up the poor text quality and the sometime irrelevance nature of tweets. However, its drawbacks
are also obvious: Newspaper data lacks explicit spatial coordinates and will usually come with
a possible delay in from the actual event time. A comparison between the two data sources in
13

terms of event learning can be found in Table 7. The key research question to ask in this section
is: Can we use a robot statistical learning model to deal with noisy data and use both data sets to
improve the quality of the event learned from the model?
I propose a joint model to deal with
Twitter and newspaper data, which is deData Source
Social Media Newspaper
picted in Figure 7. The basic idea here
Geo-coded
Yes
No
is to maintain a joint event representaQuality of text
Mixed
Good
tion that is shared across two different meRealtime
Yes
No
dia. My method is again largely based on
Focus on events
Usually
Yes
Dirichlet-Hawkes process to model mutual excitement of time. Each event s here
Figure 6: Comparison between social media and
is represented by 4 parameter: the event
newspaper in terms of event learning
kernel weight, αs , a topical distribution φs ,
mean and standard deviation of event spatial distribution µs and σs .
In order to deal with the errors and biases
introduced by each data, the actual emit model
𝜖!,!
𝛼!
for document n will dependent on not only the
𝐶
𝑆
true parameters of the event but also the media
type cn . For time, each event w will have a me𝑡!
𝑐!
𝑡!
dia specific delay s,c . I let tn − s,c to be drawn
form the Hawkes process with kernel weight αs
belong to the event that the document belongs
𝑧!
𝑠!
𝜋!
𝑤!
𝑠!
to.
𝑀
𝑛−1
tn − s,c ∼ Hawkes(αs )
(16)
𝑙!

𝜇!

𝜔!

𝜙!

𝜎!
𝜏!,!

𝐶

𝐶

Similarly, the geo-spatial coordinates will be
generated by combing the influence of both the
event specific information and the media specific information.

𝑆

ln ∼ N (µs + τs,c , σs2 · I2 )

(17)

Finally, document text is generated using a
Figure 7: Graphical notation of the proposed
mixture of media specific topical distribution ωc
model
and event specific topical distribution φs . For each word in the document wm , a category variable
zm will first be drawn from a multinomial distribution determined by parameter πn . If zm = 0,
the words will be drawn from the social media specific distribution. Otherwise, it will be drawn
from the event topical distribution.
Wm |zm , s, c ∼ M ulti(ωc )I[zm =0] + M ulti(ψs )I[zm =1]

(18)

Using this joint event model, we will be able to deal with spatial, temporal and textual noise
and bias introduced by specific media in order to improve the quality of the learned event representations. We can also learn the differences between media as a by-product of the model. For
14

example, we will be able to study the media specific topical distribution ωc and see what kind of
words are most likely to occur in newspaper or Tweets. We can also study whether certain media
will be faster then the other based on specific event.

8

Time Line

Dec, 2015 - Mar, 2016
Mar ,2016 - Jun, 2016
Jun, 2016 - Sep, 2016
Sep, 2016 - Oct, 2016
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Section 6: Predicting the Life Cycles of New Born Events
Section 5: Temporal Evolutions of Events
Section 7: Dealing with Noisy Data When Learning Events
Writing the thesis

Conclusions

In this thesis, I proposed the event detection problem, which is a latent clustering problem on
spatial, temporal and textual data. The event detection problem can be treated as a generalization
of the topic modeling problem where events can be considered as topics that are augmented by
location and time. Several different approaches are proposed to learn different aspects of events.
The approaches proposed in this thesis are largely based on Bayesian non-parametric methods
to deal with steaming data and unpredictable number of data clusters. I believe the research
proposed will not only serve the event detection problem itself but also shed light into a more
general structured clustering problem in spatial, temporal and textual data.
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